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in order to develop and strengthen your cities, districts and regions, you must improve the features of
your land. this includes introducing things like new cities, campaigns, buildings, units, empires and
religions. not to mention experimenting with a large number of different political and religious ideas.
eu4 brings 60 years of strategy gameplay to your windows pc. from the age of discovery to the age of
enlightenment, you can experience europe's full history from 1000 to 1820. europa universalis iv, the
granddaddy of grand strategy games, is finally back. tired of your traditional, scripted turn-based
campaigns, inspired by the likes of caesar, napoleon or other famous generals? do you prefer a more
direct, hard-hitting, take-charge approach? during this period, portugal, the netherlands, denmark,
england, france, spain, sweden, austria, prussia, italy, russia, and many more empires came into being.
these european nations grew in strength, but so did their rivals. europa universalis iv: the price of
power is everything you'd expect from paradox development studio: a historical grand strategy game
that will immerse you in the world of empires during an era that is important for the world, but most of
us know little about. as players amass wealth and power, they can use that to construct wonders, build
up armies, raise taxes and recruit new citizens. they can also go to war, to tax and conquer
neighboring provinces, engage in diplomacy, or form powerful military alliances. they can also take
actions, such as building more factories, sending out explorers, or selling more goods.
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in the game, you can't just set up colonies. instead, you have to focus on a specific trade route, which
you select at the beginning of the game. when you get to a new world, you can choose to expand to it
or keep it as an ally. you can't pick all of the colonies at the start of the game, but if you spend your

resources wisely, you can end up with more than you started out with. there's a lot of interaction with
the other players, to help you balance your economic development, and there's no multiplayer save
game. while i hate to say it, i can't really see this one replacing the modding version, as the latter

offers a wider variety and most of the stuff can't really be replicated in old eu4 in the above example
(the mongoose factory comes to mind). but still, mods is mods and for me it's still a bucket of fun to
mess about with. in that respect, i see it as more of a "sneak-peek" than the modding version. but as
far as old eu4 goes, there are other, better/more widely-used conversions out there, and its great that

paradox have not just completely abandoned the series. as with the other old save bonus content,
you'll need a modded save to use it. not a problem, but if you're wanting to save your modded save
with this, make sure you install it in the same directory as your unmodded save. if you're wanting to

play through old eu4 and/or watch it on youtube and would like to save your modded save as the
modded version, i recommend this old save bonus. as mentioned, its not as good as the modding

version, but it has good extras, the old save functionality and it works with pretty much any save. it's
worth checking out as well. that said, many people (myself included) have switched to the now-owned

modding version, so.. 5ec8ef588b
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